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Chapter I

Objectives of the Paper
The rapid rate of economic growth and change in the
social structure of Less De veloped Countries

CLDCs) has led

to an increasing awareness of the effect of the transfer of
technology in these countries.
Specifically,

this paper will address the following

questions :
1.

Why is transfer
countries (DCs)

of technology from developed
to LDCs considered important?

2.

What are the mechanisms for transfer of
technology to LDCs?

3.

Will the transfer of technology to LDCs make them
dependent upon DCs? If yes, how?

4.

What barriers exist in relation to transfer of
technology from DCs to LDCs.

5.

How does the transfer of technology influence the
social, political and economic environments in
LDCs?

Justification
The majority of the w orld pop ulation live in some 100
Less Developed C o u n t r i e s . These countries represent
enormous human and natural resources.

Large international

companies have previously dom inated the trade with these
countries, but there is also a grow ing number of small and
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med i u m companies that take part in this trade.
This increase in economic growth and the rapid
improvement in the LDCs social structure,

has recently led

to a growing concern in regards to the transfer of
technology. Another concern is b a s e d on the fact that if
left uncontrolled,

the particular LDC w ould increase its

external dependence.
To understand these concerns,

one must examine what it

is that technology does for LDCs, whether technology can
make LDCs dependent upon developed countries, what barriers
exist to such transfer,

and the influence this technology

has on the social, political,

and economic

environments in

de veloping countries.

Research Methods
This study is base d on the use of secondary data. The
secondary data to be used include editorials and articles
on the issue of international transfer of technology,
monographs dealing with this topic.

and

Case studies done by

different committees within the United Nations also
represent a major source of information.

Contributions of the Paper

This paper will shed some light on the problems that
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LDCs

face in regards to transfer of technology.

It should

also give the reader some un der standing of the social
responsibilities that rest upon industrialized countries.
The paper will also provide an understand ing of the
benefits from the transfer of technology,

and the different

choices for inter nat ional transfer of technology.

Reasons why Transfer of Technoloov is Considered Important
A common belief is that technology and technical
innovations of DCs offer the LDCs an easy entry or a short
cut into financially successful circumstances

(UNCTAD 1975-

a ; UNCTAD 1979). LDCs have the advantage of having
technical and scientific "know-how" already tested out by
DCs available for their use

(UNCTAD 1972).

In other words,

the technology exists and the only pro ble m is to find an
appropriate way to transfer it to the LDCs.

The LDCs don't

have to go through all the R & D that countries in the past
had to do.
LDCs are cha rac terized by high unemployment or und er 
employment in occupations where productivity and earnings
are low.

In addition,

the labor force is expanding very

r a p i d l y , opening up the need for new productive facilities.
Due to the lack of appropriate data and the complexity of
the channels in which technology is transferred,

it becomes

difficult to measure the effect of international transfer
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of technology

(DEÇA 1974).

International transfer of technology has always
existed and therefore has been discussed for quite some
time.

Governments, policy makers, business executives

1974),

as well as academic researchers,

(DEÇA

are beco min g more

and more interested in the technology transfer topic
(UNCTAD 1972; Lipsey,

Steiner,

and Purvis 1984). Public

officials from all over the w o rld are expressing concern
about the effects and causes of both import and export of
technology.

These concerns have led to discussions

regarding whether or not governments should control
technology transfer to maximize positive effects and
minimize negative effects.
Many argue that the worl d itself has become more
interdependent and more integrated in the last two decades
due to the fact that more and more countries are entering
into the world trading system

(Lipsey,

Steiner,

and Purvis

1984). This change has caused transfer of technology to
become a higher percentage of the GNP, which especially is
true for DCs

(Lipsey,

Steiner,

and Purvis 1984).

Communication and transportation improvements have further
made technology transfer easier and this has caused "know
how" to spread out faster all over the wor ld

(UNCTAD

1978-a) .
Through aid and programs
international organizations,

from both local and
the technical capabilities and
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higher education in LDCs have made them more able to absorb
new technology

(Marton 1986). This has further led to a

decrease in the cost of tr ansferring technology. Along with
the growing influence of multinational corporations
cooperative research arrangements,

(MNCs),

co-production agreements

and the increase in direct foreign investment in general,
the process of technological development has become more
international

(UNCTAD 1972). As stated earlier,

there is

however a problem in me asur ing and identifying the
diversified process that constitutes the international
transfer of technology.
Public officials at all levels are mostly interested
in this trade's effect on international competitiveness,
domestic economic development,

national security,

need for the officials to be in control

(Lipsey,

and the
Steiner,

and P u r v i s ) . Many organizations on the international level
have also started to study the effects of international
transfer of technology.

These include the United Nations

(UN), General Agreement

on Tariffs and Trade

Organization for Economic Development

(GATT), the

(OECD), and the

United Nations Conference on Trade and Development
(Lipsey,

(UNCTAD)

Steiner, and P u r v i s ) . Private firms and

individuals who are directly involved in technology
transfer would also like to have a better understanding of
the subject

(Kaynak 1985;

Sirgy 1985). A m o n g their concerns

are the choice of transfer channels, what technologies to
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transfer,

the cost involved and how to pay

(Kaynak 1985).

Finally there are the possible implications from increased
control of transfer of technologies by national
governments.
Most LDCs are overpopulated and have a limited amount
of resources.

There is also a lack of motivation to change

for part of the population in that many appear to be
satisfied with life the way it is. Economic development may
call for a specific technology but the local population may
object very strongly to this new technology as stated by
Samli

(1985).

Part of this may be explained by the high

illiteracy level that exists in many LDCs, but also because
many people believe that "tradition is the most important
guid ing factor of the society"

(Samli 1985, p. 6). From a

development and industrialization point

of view it can

therefor be said that many of the LDCs are in a vicious
economic circle

(Samli,

1985).

Successful transfer of appropriate technology can
break the vicious cycle and help the LDC develop. There are
three distinct ways to transfer technology for this
purpose,
a)

as stated by Samli
Export promotion.

(1985, p . 24)
This means bringing in the

technology that woul d help the country increase its
exports.

Good examples are countries

like Korea,

Singapore and Taiwan.
b)

Import s u b s t i t u t i o n . This means bringing in
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technologies to produce goods and services to replace
imports, which can result in substantial economic
gains.
c)

The neutral approach. Mea ning that the imported

technology is used to start new industries that
previously did not exist or "provide balan ced growth
within the country by prov iding opportunities to
increase overall efficiency." Scarce resources can now
be used more effectively,

leading to increased

economic o u t p u t .
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Chapter II
PROBLEMS IN TRANSFERRING TECHNOLOGY TO LDCs

LDCs are experiencing increasing economic growth.
Because they don't want to become too dependent upon DCs
and MNCs,

the LDCs must find ways to manage this growth and

still be able to fulfill their social, political,
economical goals. There is, however,

and

no one solution and

each country will be faced with difficult choices.
What

is Technolocrv and what Problems does it brincr?

Transfer of technology is the information and services
needed to produce something in addition to the legal rights
to use the received information

(UNCTAD 1972).

It can be

said that technology is an important part of production and
that it is sold all over the worl d just as any other
commodity. Ros enb erg and Frischtak

(1985)

stated that

transfer of technology is the practical application of
technological knowledge where technological capacity is the
ability to make an effective use of that knowledge.
are different

There

forms of technology, which include sale or

trade of highly skilled labor

(Ranis 1985). These people

will take care of the comp lic ated machinery,
techniques and management,
managerial personnel,
trade of information

organizational

training of technical and

e t c . Another form is through sale or
(UNCTAD 1 9 7 8 - b ) . This information is

8
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usually sold under restrictive conditions;
restrictive the conditions,
information.

The more

the less available the

This information could involve things like

marketing and improvements to processes and product
designs.
The DCs have the knowled ge and the experts, making
them able to be in charge of the technology trade
(Rosenberg,

Frischtak 1985).

of a few countries,

The LDCs, with the exception

have little "capital goods" to offer.

Also, because the LDCs'

school systems are limited and that

there does not appear to be any systematic scientific
policy,

the DCs have the advantage of having a

concentration of higher education and thereby a larger
supply of technical skilled labor.

That does not mean that

the LDCs do not have any skilled labor, but of the ones
that they do have, many will go to work for international
companies operated in or from DCs. This form of scarce
resource loss is what

is called "brain drain."

Suppliers of technology often use monopolistic
practices, which then lead to information barriers
LDCs,

for the

and will in many cases mak e LDCs dependent upon

technology suppliers

(UNCTAD 1 9 7 5 - c ) . The LDCs may not be

aware of the different components involved in the
transaction, maki ng the impact and cost of the transaction
hard to measure

(UNCTAD 1 9 7 5 - c ) . This can further be

unders too d since transfer of technology very seldom is an
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isolated transaction.

Finally,

there is the problem of

a dapti ng the technology to the local conditions, because
there is no unique type of technology for DCs and for LDCs
(Cavasgil 1985;

Graham 1979),

How is Technolocrv Transferred?

There are eight main sources for acq uiring technology
from external sources, as stated by UNCTAD

(1972, p. 8> :

a)

The flow of books,
information ;

journals and other published

b)

The movements of persons from

c)

Education and training;

d)

Exchange of information and personnel
technical co-operation programmes;

e)

Employment of foreign experts and consultancy
arrangement s ;

f)

Import of machinery and equipment and related
literature ;

g)

License agreements for production processes,
of trade marks and patents, etc.;

h)

Direct foreign investment;

country to

country;

through

use

License agreements and direct foreign investment
constitutes the highest

level of attention.

The reason is

that MNCs, who possess a high degree of modern product
specialization and t e c h n o l o g i e s , have patented their
kn owledge

(UNCTAD 1972).

In other words,

the older

technologies are not that difficult to obtain, because they
have become common knowledge, more or less.

10
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How technology is transferred internationally varies
significantly from case to case

(Rosenberg and Frischtak

1985). Where the firms are supplier-dominated,

the

technology will already be existing in the production
machines,

and it can be said that technology is included in

products, processes and people

(Buckley 1983).

Social

values and cultures thereby become an integral part of the
technology and its transfer.

Technology transfer, will for

instance, be influenced by the geography,
cannot be grown in the Sahara)

(sugar beets

(Samli 1985, pp.

3-5).

Some

cultures may be more tradition oriented and be more closed
to new t e c h n o l o g i e s , since they may resist the development
and adaptation of these t e c h n o l o g i e s .
In former colonies and to a degree,
independent countries,

in some

direct foreign investment used to be

the universal way to acquire technology

(UNCTAD 1 9 7 5 - b ) .

MNCs are especially interested in having full control over
the operation of their new production facilities in a LDC.
Packaged technology transfers through a license agreement,
and very often through direct
pref err ed by MNCs,
limited

investment,

is therefore

since the local participation will be

(Dunning 1983).

From the LDCs'

point of view,

especially if they have limited knowledge,
wish to receive a pack aged transfer

they may also

(Dunning 1983).

The opposite is to acquire the most advanced and
modern technologies from different sources, but that will
11
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again require substantial financial sources.

Unpackaged

technology transfers are easily available and mostly
involve a lump sum payment,

with no more strings attached

(UNCTAD 1 9 7 8 - a ) . These technologies are called process
technologies, which often are standardized and available
from

equipment and machinery manufacturers

(UNCTAD 1978-

a ) . In the middle, between these two sources, are various
forms of joint ventures

(Cavusgil 1985).

Alternative Wavs to Transfer Technology
It is bec omin g clear that transfer of technology is
often in the form of a packag ed deal, and these
transactions give the suppliers a monopolistic advantage
(UNCTAD 1972).

In many cases,

it is not that the technology

or the product is that special, but rather the fact that
the supplier has the right connections or the foreign
exchange advantage.

The suppliers maintain more control

since almost all moves are done from their headquarters,
and because a supplier offering a packaged deal most likely
will not be using local technical
materials,

or management

skilled employees,

(UNCTAD 1972, p.

10). Therefore,

very little learning or adaptation of imported technology
is going on between the LDCs and the D C s .
When it comes to choosing the way technology is
transferred,

there are often few alternatives besides a

12
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monopolized technology

(UNCTAD 1972). Many times it comes

down to a matter of deciding whether or not to produce a
particular product or not. One me tho d is to simply change
the product that is to be produ ced with other products that
require other t e c h n o l o g i e s . This d o e s , however,

depend upon

the availability of alternative products and technologies.
What worries many LDC governments is the consequences
and the high cost they have to pay in the form of exchange
rates,
etc.,

royalties,

exclusive rights,

for the technology transfer

Therefore many LDC's,

export restrictions,

(UNCTAD 1972, p. 11).

and specifically the more advanced

ones, are trying to improve their barg ain ing positions by
moving towards joint ventures

(Graham 1979).

The LDCs

should focus on expanding their own economies instead of
focusing on foreign technologies and expenses
1979).

(Graham

This can be done by eliminating contractual clauses

and maki ng sure that the imported technologies have
positive effects on the different national aspects

(Graham

1979) .

Why Different Patterns are Used in the Transfer of
Technology

The reason why different patterns are used in the
transfer of technology comes from such factors as the age
of the technology,
technology,

the specific nature of the particular

what impact the name or trademarks have, where
13
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the technology originated,

the type of market where the

technology is going to be used,
involved

(UNCTAD 1972, p.

and the size of the firms

15). For newly developed

technologies and products that require managerial and
technical skills bey ond the level of the local population
or enterprises,

the tendency is towards a license agreement

with some sort of equity financing

(UNCTAD 1 9 7 2 - a ) . More

established technologies are still transferred through a
license agreement, but without any sort of equity financing
(UNCTAD 1972; UNCTAD 1 9 7 5 - a ) . The exception to this is when
we are talking about a transfer of pharmaceutical or
chemical technologies.
A brand new technology, will most likely be
transferred to a LDC as a package d deal,
technology is noncomplicated

even if the

(Chudnovsky and Nagao 1983) .

It may also function as a monopolistic tool for the
supplier, who most likely will be wanti ng to have as much
control as possible on a worldwide b a s i s . This does not
encourage the local scientists to wor k on the development
problems

in their own country,

which is the reason many

LDCs are now turning towards an export oriented strategy.
Smaller suppliers of technology seem to go with a
standard license agreement,

while the larger suppliers

prefer wh oll y-o wne d subsidiaries, but there are several
other cases where large supplying firms favor a minority
hold ing in a joint venture

(UNCTAD 1972).

There is also no

14
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apparent system in the way packa ged technology is
transferred.

It is more a matter of where the technology

originated and what is customary in that particular
country.

For all the above patterns,

it can be said that

they are only possible explanations for the different
patterns.

In the literature reviewed, many suppliers seemed

to prefer unpackaged technology transfers, but it is not an
easy matter to choose between the two
1972;

UNCTAD 1975-a;

CDESA 1974; UNCTAD

UNCTAD 1 9 7 8 - a ) . In the end,

it comes

down to weighing the short-term costs with the long-term
gains for both the suppliers and the LDCs.
To get a better understanding of the situation,

the

existing barriers to economic development need to be
considered.

Despite the fact that many policies in LDCs are

encouraging national growth, when the population growth is
taken into effect,

the gains will disappear

Steiner, and Purvis 1984) . Years ago,

(Lipsey,

nature took care of

the population growth in the way of drought and plague e t c .
Today,

however, medicine and other support programs have

led to a decrease in death rates.

DCs have improved the

health of the population in LDCs, but with adverse effect
to their economy.
The speed of technical change has increased the need
for more R & D, and the finances needed for this have
create d an important barrier to entry
1983, pp.

196-197).

(Chudnovsky and Nagao

The manufac tur ing that exists in the
15
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LDCs,

is most likely of a low standard and locally owned,

maki n g it dependent upon technical assistance from outside
machine suppliers.

The growth of a community depends a

great deal on the communication and transportation network
(Lipsey,

Steiner, and Purvis 1984). Further,

reasonable water systems,

sufficient and

sanitation, postal service and

phone lines are needed to create economic development.

Lack

of these creates a strong barrier to economic development.
With respect to the financial aspect of economic
d e v e l o p - m e n t , investments are necessary in order to grow,
and one of the sources of funds for investment is through
savings. Many people in LDCs do not trust the banks,
will

either not deposit their savings or,

and

if they do,

withd raw their money periodically in panic due to mistrust
(Lipsey,

Steiner, and Purvis 1984). A high inflation has

also made the situation worse by threatening the value of
the money holdings. When this happens,

the banks cannot

take part in the long-term loans that are needed to finance
investments, because they cannot depend on the deposits
that are left in their b anking s y s t e m s .
Before looking at the development strategies,

it is

necessary to also mention the commercial restrictions that
often are found in contracts regarding transfer of
technologies

(UNCTAD 1972, pp.

c ould specify,

for example,

23-24).

that

These restrictions

: "Country A agrees to

sell technologies to country B, but country B under no

16
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circumstances must transfer the technology or finished
products,

of that technology to country C." A good example

of this is Airbus

Industry, who could not use a Rolls

engine for sale to Libya since parts of the engine was made
in the U.S., who had restrictions on sale to Libya

(Barton,

p. 96). These restrictions can have a significant economic
impact.

Caterpillar Tractor's sales of pipelaying machinery

to the U.S.S.R. were suspended by President Jimmy Carter,
costing Caterpillar $400 million in damages
Liebrenz, p. 57).

There are,

this. Rank-Xerox,

for instance,

(Paliwoda,

however, ways to get around
has set up an assembly

plant in India to supply the Russian market

(Barton 1984,

p. 95). Other restrictions take the form of price control
on the products,

that sales on the finished products must

meet the approval of the country where the technology
originated,

and that raw materials must be obtained from

approved suppliers

(UNCTAD 1972) . These restrictions play a

significant role in the issue of transfer of technology
from DCs to L D C s .

Development Stratecries
Opinions

in regards to government control varies from

full government control to no government control at all,
and there is evidence of success

in both of these styles or

a combination of such approaches.

Examples are the U.S.S.R.

17
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and Austria where there is a high degree of government
control as opposed to Singapore and Hong Kong where there
is hardly any government c o n t r o l .
Education is important, but very expensive, and if a
new p rogr am is initiated,

it will take several years before

we will notice any change

(UNCTAD 1 9 7 8 - a ) . Many LDCs are

sending a few people abroad, but the drawback here is that
those who go come from well established families,

and after

their education, many emigrate due to higher wages.

During

the training period there will not be much improvement in
the level of production, but it becomes necessary in order
to prepare the next generation for a more competitive
economic development.
A common trend among the LDCs is that they all seem to
have a certain specialty product or what can be called
common commodities like bananas,
tea, and oil

(Gray 1986).

coffee,

cotton,

sugar,

Throughout history, many

countries have tried to create a cartel, but without any
success until the creation of OPEC
Purvis

(Lipsey,

Steiner,

and

1984). The success of OPEC as a cartel combined with

worldwide demand for oil has made some OPEC members among
the wealthiest countries in the world.
The world has been faced with inflation, monetary and
exchange instability,

and rising unemployment, making the

DCs more concerned and wo r r i e d about their own economies
(Graham 1979 ; Lipsey,

Steiner,

and Purvis 1984) . It is

18
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therefore natural that they have become more restrictive in
transferring technologies

(Graham 1979). The leading goals

for the LDCs are increased employment and an improvement
the distribution of income

in

(Ghoshal 1982, p. 27). The MNCs

role is analyzed by the LDCs in terms of providing jobs and
pr oduc ing articles which can be used by poorer sections of
the population, because the only resource that is not
limited is labor hours

(Ghoshal 1982, p. 27).

The Effect on the Local Population's Skills and the Effect
on the Community
Transfer of technologies from a DC to a LDC can lead
to better productivity and pe rformance in the LDC because
the transferred technologies may make the people more
technically aware.

Other domestic industries may adapt or

imitate some or part of the imported technology and thereby
increase the level of efficiency.

However,

this view may

lead people to think this is an easy way to develop,

and

their own efforts to create local technologies may
diminish. Without

skilled labor,

the range of productive

activities open to the LDCs are limited and the possibility
of growth is thereby also restricted.
In a direct transfer of technology,

the LDCs may use

consultant companies or individual experts to either help
or carry out market research,

management advice,

or

engineering designs, while local personnel are being
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tra ined

(UNCTAD 1972). The scientists and technologists

that are be ing trained at the suppliers'

headquarter will

upon return from training in a DC, tend to become isolated
from the international scientific community, which becomes
a main reason why many migrate from the LDC

(Cunningham

1976, p. 65). A packag ed technology transfer organized
through foreign

subsidiaries or foreign operated joint

ventures will very often involve a limited amount of
domestic skill training.

These MNCs are more interested in

profitability of their enterprise,

and will continue to use

their own skilled workers unless a higher net return could
be expected by using local skilled workers.
Technology transfers through license agreements will
in many cases involve a higher degree of skill training,
even though the cost in the beg inning may be high due to
unskilled workers

(UNCTAD 1972). The technology supplier

may however supply some learning and training, because in a
license agreement,

the licensor often collects payments or

royalties on sales, ma king it in the licensor's interest to
have workers as skilled as possible.

Due to all the

e x p e n s e s , the licensor may demand that they use their own
personnel for certain key positions
will

(UNCTAD 1 9 7 8 - b ) . This

lead to an under-utilization of the local people's

skills.
The private,

locally-owned enterprises appear to be

favoring packag ed technology transfers, which mostly
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involve the use of foreign skilled workers,
there are ecrually skilled local workers

even though

(UNCTAD 1972, p.

18). Research shows that technologies developed in local
laboratories in LDCs are put aside in favor of licensed
technologies from DCs despite the fact that the
technologies are more or less the same
Companies like IBM, Hewlett Packard,
National Cash Registers and Kodak,

(Malhota 1986).

Corning Glass,

are starting to look at

R & D abroad as a necessity if they are to have good public
relations

(Cavusgil 1985, pp. 226-227).

A policy that

encourages the local importers to use domestic technology
may lead to an increase in the social costs, because it is
highly likely that foreign workers will have different
social values, which again undermines the social values in
the LDC.
Previous discussion emphasized the chance of LDCs
becoming too dependent upon the DCs and their technology,
which further led to underdevelopment in the LDCs. The
transferred technologies also often lead to the production
of products that are inappropriate in the LDC itself

(Wells

1982). The use of foreign skilled workers may reduce the
employment opportunities
skilled and unskilled.
distribution of income.

for the local workers, both

This again leads to an unequal
Finally,

it can be said that by

becoming too dependent upon the technology suppliers,
LDCs lose some of their ba rgai ning power.
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the

Certain types of technology may affect the environment
in many ways that still are not understood.

Increasing

numbers of man-made chemicals are bei ng introduced into the
biosphere,

interfering in the natural ecological cycles

(UNESCO 1978, p. 20 and 22). The greater the man-induced
processes,

the higher the possibility of a breakdown

somewhere in the system,

resulting in direct or indirect

harmful effects on human beings.
Peru,

"In the CaHete Valley of

the use of organochlorine and orgarophosphorcus

pesticides gave rise to highly resistant super-pests whose
ravages made cotton production uncommercial until the
pesticides were abandoned and equilibrium was restored"
(UNCTAD 1978-a, p. 21).

In Malaysia,

the use of pesticides

brought on heavy attacks by pests on oil palm,
other crops

rubber and

(UNCTAD 1 9 7 8 - a , p. 21).

The prices of the goods introduced to the LDCs as a
result of a technology transfer,

are often too high for the

poor to afford and therefore the requirements of nutrition,
health,

clothing and shelter for the majority of the

population are not satisfied

(UNESCO 1978, p. 22 and pp.

33-34). Although the gains to society from having products
shaped to its needs wou ld be high, profitability is low
because of the limiting purc has ing power of the income
group that would consume the products
jobs b ring people to the city.

(Graham 1979).

New

Urbanization in itself is no

cause for alarm, but the speed at which this is taking
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place is too bi g

for the local governments to handle,

resulting in the

creation of enormous slum districts

where

congestion and pollution are much worse than in many of the
DCs

(Cavusgil 1985;

S i r g y , Samli,

and Bahn 1985; UNESCO

1 9 7 8 - a ) . The transferred technology does not take into
account these social costs. Many,

therefore,

technology as the reason for pollution,
creation of slum

districts,

patterns

Samli, and Bahn 1985),

(Sirgy,

accuse foreign

urbanization,

and the brea kdown of the

family

Foreicrn vs. Local Technical Capabilities
The problem in using local technical capabilities is
that the locals will most likely be less experienced and
therefore less efficient than the foreign workers. The cost
of using the local workers will then be higher during the
initiating/training period,

and the probl em is whether or

not these short-term costs will outweigh the gains from
increasing the skill level in the economy.
evidence from the literature,
the foreign workers'
conditions,

There is also

that on many occasions,

it is

unfamiliarity with the local

that leads to the highest increase in cost

(UNCTAD 1972, p.

18; UNCTAD 1975-a;

DESA 1974). Policy

makers in LDCs must therefore try to recognize the
limitations that exist for their own workers for them to
get an understanding of when they should focus on packaged
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technology transfers, which puts less demand on the local
skill-level.
The choice is not just dependent upon what costs less
in the form of money,

it is also a matter of social

policies and goals. What are each country's main
objectives? It also becomes important to set up guidelines
for how much weight one should put on reduction of
dependence versus decrease in unemployment.

One way is to

look at the benefits and the costs of the different
transfer mechanisms in light of the social objectives.
As long as foreign workers are used, a large amount of
foreign exchange will leave the country,
higher amount

and there may be a

of foreign goods imported to the country to

supply the foreign workers'

consumption habits

(UNCTAD

1972). The wages pai d to foreign workers are often
considerably higher than those paid to local workers.

It

then becomes the responsibility of the local government to
decide to what extent it is willin g to hire foreign workers
at a higher wage level,

requiring a larger foreign exchange

level but with a faster growth rate,

or hire local workers,

requiring lower wage rates and a lower foreign exchange
level, but with a slower growth rate due to skill level of
local workers.
Some governments may deliberately

limit the use of

foreign workers because they are concerned with the effect
that they may have on the social values of the country.
24
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Governments are also concerned that foreign workers may
undermine their social objectives, because foreign workers
come from a different culture and do not support other
countries'

social values and customs.

Political Aspects / Military and Defense Implications
An increasing number of LDCs are assigning a high
percentage of their economic resources to the build-up of
their defense systems

(Landgren-BMckstrbm 1977, p. 110).

National security is one of the major reasons for this.
Many LDCs have been victims of arms embargoes from their
suppliers, which has led to their decision to protect their
independence

(Landgren-B^ckstrbm 1977, p.

111). The danger

of being dependent in a military conflict

is that there is

a possibility of being cut off by s u p p l i e r s . Another reason
in favor of local arms production is budget saving
resulting from not buy ing from another country
B Ëckstrbm 1977, p.
employment,

Ill; Katz 1986).

It also creates

and by pr odu cin g large quantities,

cost is also lowered.

(Landgren-

the unit

Supporters of local arms production

point to the fact that military technology will have spin
off effects on the economic development
(Katz 1986;

in the country

Neuman 1980).

As the development of weapons becomes more and more
sophisticated,

LDCs in particular,

become more and more
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dependent upon foreign expertise, because an educated and
skilled work force is a vital part
for a local production capacity.

of the foundation needed

The probl em is that the

more that is spent on modern weapons,

the shorter the

lifetime of the equipment and the machines
1985,

p. 1 ) . In other words,

(Deger and Sen

older machines become obsolete

more quickly.
It is also worth noting that while in the last 10
years the military expenditure has increased by 143s in DCs,
the increase has been 633s in LDCs
the same time,

(Katz 1 9 8 6 , p. xv) . At

the World Bank states that spending on

social programs,

including medicine,

food and clean water,
growing or decreased

housing,

education,

in third wo rl d countries,

has stopped

(Katz 1 9 8 6 ) .

There is no direct proof that local manufacturing of
weapons rather than importing weapons has reduced the LDCs'
dependence upon DCs

(Landgren-BSckstrbm 1 9 7 7 ) . It has been

stated that "self-sufficiency in weapons production is
beyond the reach of less developed countries, because
domestic production creates other dependencies"

(Neuman

1 9 8 0 ) . What has happened is that the LDCs have gotten rid

of the need to import finished weapons, but in return,

they

have also created the need for the technologies to
manufacture the w e a p o n s . Many countries have therefore
signed licensee agreements with advanced weapon p r o d u c e r s .
South Africa's air defense system "Cactus" was developed by
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"Dassault" in France and 85% was financed by South Africa.
Both Iran and Saudi Arabia have financed certain weapons
development in the U.S.A.

(Landgren-BSckstrbm 1977, p.

110 ) .
The LDCs have been exposed to modern warfare for quite
some time, and now that they are able to support themselves
with modern weapons and warfare,

they, as opposed to DCs,

apparently do not hesitate to use them. A war between two
superpowers is less likely than one between two LDCs. LDCs
were involved in 89%
wars,

and 98%

(14 out of 15)

(42 out of 43)

pe riod between WWXI and 1980

of the cross-country

of the civil wars during the
(Katz 1986, p. 281). Those

countries that are not able to produce their own weapons
but are able to import,
the ba ttlefield

tend to resolve their disputes on

(Katz 1986).

Had they not been able to

import,

small

issues may have been solved in a peaceful

manner.

The number of militarily powerful nations is

expanding however, and if one technology supplier decides
to terminate its delivery of technology,

there are too many

countries willing to sell the needed technology for the
termination to have any significant effects.
Military technology is, by nature,

secret, and the

different research projects require advanced technologies.
A p roblem here,

especially for researchers in LDCs,

is that

they very seldom have any control over funding for the
different projects.

Changing political policies can,
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in

other words,

have a significant impact on the funding for

research.

If the scientists,

due to the secretness of the

research,

are isolated, this may make it very hard for them

to get any feedback from any other scientists regarding
their ideas and experiences

(Katz 1986) .

Problem Areas - U nresolved Issues
Many governments in LDCs are looking at converting
their economies within the next generation
Steiner, and Purvis 1984).

(Lipsey,

It is understandable that they

want to make the transition as fast as possible, but one
should not be too optimistic.

With respect to the

previously discussed population problem, many critics state
that once an urban society has developed,
be reduced voluntarily

(Lipsey,

Steiner,

family size will
and Purvis 1984).

They further point out that since this has happened to the
western industrialized countries, why could it not happen
to the LDCs

(Fortner 1977) .

In the early 7 0 ' s, the debt of the LDCs increased
significantly

(Lipsey,

Steiner,

and Purvis). A good part of

this increase was due to ri sing oil prices. When OPEC
raised the oil price,

it created enormous surpluses in the

OPEC countries, but also in the banks where the "OPEC
money" finally ended up. These banks faced excess liquidity
and had to lend out the money.

The LDCs represented most of
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the borrowers of these funds because many LDCs were
dependent upon imported oil and because of the increase in
oil prices,

domestic income went down.

This,

in turn,

increased the deficits and created the need to borrow
foreign money,
circle.

and the LDCs found themselves in a vicious

The doubling of oil prices in 1979 increased the

debt of many countries be yon d their capacity to pay back
what they owed.
The increase in unemployment rate in DCs has also led
to a more protectionistic policy that has discouraged
exports from LDCs.

Inflation and monetary policies further

have increased the interest level, and in many cases,

the

LDCs have had to bo rro w more money just to pay the interest
(Lipsey,

Steiner,

and Purvis 1984).

Many of the problems facing the LDCs are caused by the
MNCs through agreements and patenti ng that prevent the
sharing of technological

information

(UNCTAD 1 9 7 5 - b ) . This

has prevented the majority of the countries in the world
from replacing their old technologies
research is done by the MNCs
financial resources,

(UNCTAD 1 9 7 5 - b ) . Most

in DCs, and because LDCs lack

they have been unable to compete with

the technological capabilities

of the MNCs

(Gray 1986).

Many will argue that the MNCs cannot be blamed, and that
they have to consider the return on their investment in
technology

(Samli 1986).

The LDCs are concerned about the cost and availability
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of technology,

and the appropriateness of the technology

b eing transferred

(UNCTAD 1979). A more alarming prob lem is

that for countries where education is lagging and
po pulation is growing,

the unskilled workers are not

employed in modern jobs.

Too much technology transfer will

virtually eliminate the start up of local industries,

and

the already scarce local capital may be decreased by the
MNCs .
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Chapter III
SOURCES OF TECHNOLOGY AN D THE CHOICE OF APPROPRIATE
TECHNOLOGY FOR LDCs
When the different processes

for a technology transfer

have been identified and its implications analysed,

each

individual country is faced with making an appropriate
choice.

Each transfer mechanism involves different positive

and negative aspects that must be reconciled with other
policies of the country.
Major Current Sources
The dominating form for technology transfers has been
a direct investment by a MNC in the form of a wholly owned
subsidiary, pr eferred by U.S. companies
p.

32). Next is the joint venture,

(Ghoshal 1982,

with a minimum

involvement from the foreign firm, preferred by Japanese
companies

(Ghoshal 1982, p.

32). A third form,

in which a

foreign firm provides most of the services of a direct
investment but leaves out the equity capital,

is called a

ma nagement contract. Another traditional method is a
licensing agreement without any equity participation, but
with the design and supply of equipment and technical help
and assistance in the initial phase. This method is
refer red to as a turnkey operation
1986).

(DESA 1974} Marton

Turnkey customers are usually Governments, who have

st ated that a given product or service must be produced
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Table 1
Distribution of Ownership Patterns of 1276 Manufacturing Affiliates of 391
Transnational Corporations Established in Developing Countries 1951 - 1975

Home Country
and
Type of Ownership

Number' established as percentage of total
Before 1951 1951-60

1961-65

1965-70

1971-75

Affiliates of ISO United
States based Corporations
Total
Wholly Owned (957. +)
Majority Owned (over 50%)
Co-owned (50 : 50)
Minority Owned (5 to 50%)
Unknown

100.0
58.4
12.2
5.6
11.2
12.6

100.0
44.5
21.4
7.9
18.8
7.4

100.0
37.4
19.2
11.4
21.7
10.3

100.0
46.2
17.8
11.2
21.5
3.3

100.0
43.7
17.3
10.4
23.1
0.4

100.0
39.1
15.4
5.3
9.8
30.5

100.0
31.6
20.1
6.6
27.9
13.9

100,0
20.9
15.6
11.1
35.8
16.6

100.0
18.9
16.4
6.6
42.1
16.0

n •â I

100.0
27.4
8.2
12.3
16.4
35.6

100.0
16.7
26.2
7.1
42.9
7.1

100.0
10.7
12.6
6.3
66.7
3.8

100.0
6.1
8.2
7.5
74.2
3.9

a.a.

Affiliates of 135 European
based Corporations
Total
Wholly Owned (95% +)
Majority Owned (over 50%)
Co-owned (50 : 50)
Minority Owned (5 to 50%)
Unknown

Affiliates of 76 other
transnationals Corporations
Total
Wholly Owned (95% +)
Majority Owned (over 50%)
Co-owned (50 : 50)
Minority Owned (5 to 50%)
Unknown

Source: Peter J. Buckley, “New Forms of International Industrial Cooperation,'
Aussenwirtschaft, Vol. 38, June 1983, p. 198.
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locally and under local control

(Buckley 1983, p. 205) .

There is a strong tendency to move away from wholly
owned subsidiaries as means of technology transfer by MNCs.
This can be seen in table 1,, where the "other" ownership
group also includes Japanese firms. Despite the trend
toward joint ventures,

foreign direct investment in LDCs

co ntinued to be wholly owned or majority owned in the late
7 0 ' s (Buckley 1983, p.

196). There has also been an

increasing trend toward technology licensing by MNCs to
non aff iliated companies in LDCs, particularly if the
industry is regulated and local entrepreneurship exists
(Marton 1986, p. 71).
Many operations involve a combination of two or more
of these methods.

Direct investments may for instance be

subject to a contractual provision,

or a co-production may

be combined with management contracts or turnkey contracts
of various types

(Erdilek and Rapoport 1985). Each of these

methods has advantages and disadvantages.

Availability of the Technologies
A LDC who wants to buy technologies,

faces the problem

of det ermining what alternatives are open now and in the
future.

It could be that the specific technology that the

countr y is looking for may not be available through any of
the existing sources.

However,

as the country develops and
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gains more solid economic and technological capabilities,
there will be a more extensive range of possibilities
availab le

(Dunning 1983).

A pro ble m for the LDCs is that many of the technology
sellers only make their technologies available on
conditions that are acceptable to them
1983) . Further,

(Dahlraan and Westpal

this b a r gaining position may make certain

transf err ing methods and agreements unacceptable.

Firms

that believe that they have an alternative of equity
participation will usually prefer this instead of entering
into any kind of management contracts where it appears that
they will be re ceiving a lower financial return

(DESA 1974,

p. 25) . Firms that have a lesser available technology may
further deviate from the “normal policies," and set special
clauses on their agreements

(DESA 1974). Generally,

be said that licensing, management contracts,

it can

joint venture

and purchase from equipment suppliers are not available
wh en only a few firms have the technology.

Only a wholly

owned subsidiary is good enough for the supplier under such
circumstances.

Therefore, particu larl y in the early stage

of a specific technology,

a technology importer has few

options but to go with a wholly owned subsidiary

(DESA

1974). As the technology becomes more known, more options
will be available.
Some technology suppliers insist on only selling
techn olo gy through con trolled connections

(DESA 1974).
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The

available sources point to the fact that firms who use
large advertising budgets, who rely on their marketing
skills and on closely organized production in several
countries,

generally insist on a wholly owned subsidiary or

a subsidiary wh ere they are in control.
Sometimes the brand name is so strong that the market
will be dissati sfi ed with any other brands,
owned subsidiary may be preferred.

and a wholly

Some technology

suppliers have been will ing to license their operations to
LDCs as long as they

(the suppliers)

maintain control over

the mark eting through a wholly owned subsidiary
1974).

(DESA

Examples of companies would be manufacturers such as

Lever and Callbury,

and trading companies like Shaw,

Jardine Matheson, Wallace,

Butterfield,

Sevire and Atkins

(Dunning 1983, p. 337). The opportunity cost for the LDC in
this particular situation is that it will be drawing on the
already scarce equity and loan capital instead of a foreign
equity c a p i t a l .
Normally,

management contracts are available when the

technology supplier has a strong interest in the project
and there are no alternatives
common arrangement

(Lasserre 1984, p. 46) , A

is operation of the plant by the

supplier for a peri od of time

(DESA 1974, pp. 27-28). This

is par tic ular ly the case in the sale of machinery, where
the supplier operates the plant
As sellers,

for a short period.

the MNCs will not sell if the returns are
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co nsi dered too low (Dahlman an d Westpal 1983). And if
technology were available to all potential users without
charge,

that may take away the "want" to create.

There are

always

alternatives, but in some cases the local firm has

very little choice in selecting a foreign partner. The
reason could be that the technology involved is unique,
that the project
agreement

or

is included in an intergovernmental

(Lasserre 1984).

Features of the Major Transfer Mechanisms
When choosin g among several alternative ways of
obtaining a desired technology,

the decision may be left to

a local firm if one is involved; but an increasing number
of governments in host countries are becom ing more involved
in these decisions,
1974).

even if the firm is a private one

(DESA

The cost and benefits that the government and the

local firm come up with will also normally be different
from each other due to their different methods of valuation
(DESA 1 9 7 7 - b ) .
When evaluating the benefits,

it is important to

determine what elements of the technology the LDC is most
likely to receive.

In those cases where only a part of the

p ack age is needed,

the decision-makers must calculate the

cost/benefit and forecast the opportunity cost of the
domestic resources that must be assigned to supply the
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re plac ed elements such as capital or management

(DESA 1974,

p. 28) .
The most common form of transfer occurs based on full
or partial ownership of a subsidiary by a MNC

(Buckley

1983).

Under normal

Included here are also joint ventures.

circumstances a mor e complete and packa ged technology
transfer will occur
know-how,

(Lasserre 1984). Besides design and

the MNC also usually contributes with marketing

and management

expertise.

One must be aware that it is

difficult to isolate the cost of the individual elements
from the payment made by the local company to its MNC
parent company

(DESA 1974).

Great attention,
reasons,

out of both political and economical

has been given to the case where the local firm or

government owns a majority share of a joint venture

(DESA

1974, p. 29). The main reasons for this attention are that
it gives the locals more control,
profit,

a larger share of the

and participation in top management

(Kaynak 1985).

The percentage of common shares does not always
determine who has control over major d e c i s i o n s . Actually
there is a tendency in the contract agreements to specify
in detail the powers of the partners.

These types of

contracts are called contractual joint ventures, and often
specify such things as the salaries for the foreign
workers,

and export/import procedures and policies

1974, p.

30).
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(DESA

A special form of a contractual joint venture is
Tripartite Industrial Cooperation

(TIC) where there are at

least three firms, repre sen tin g a centrally planned economy
(East) , industrialized economy

(West)

and a LDC

(South) .

These firms join forces to carry out common activities
the host developing country

in

(UNCTAD 1 9 7 8 - a ) ,

A foreign owned or con tro lle d subsidiary is more
likely to get access to the international distribution
channels than a joint venture would.

This difference will

still remain regardless of any restrictions on exports in
the joint venture or licensing c o n t r a c t s . This has led
countries who have great export potential to lower their
demands for joint ventures. Another reason is that benefits
from exports usually outweigh other economic and political
benefits

of minority joint ventures

(DESA 1977-b).

A wholly owned subsidiary implies that capital,
technology skills and different rights to produce are all
transf err ed

(UNCTAD 1974). LDC firms must here realize that

such a transfer may not adapt the technology to the local
conditions

in such a way that it will maximize profits of

the local affiliates.

The bi g advantage from the M N C s '

point of view is that it allows long terra planning,

avoids

market u n c e r t a i n t i e s , allows discriminatory pricing and may
reduce external

interference

(Buckley 1983) .

The third major transfer me cha nis m is licensing, which
is common among the textile, chemical, machinery,
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and

electrical power equipment
p.

industries

(Ghoshal 1982,

33), Licensing agreements without equity participation

by the MNC are often considered to be the ideal procedure
for the transfer of technology from the L D C s ' point of
view, because the price of the technology is fixed in
advance

(Buckley 1983).

amounts,

Instead of pa yi ng unpredictable

the licensee pays fees that often are based on a

percentage of sales

(DESA 1974).

Licensing agreements seldom provide a complete package
of technical skills, marketing, management and training,
that often come with direct investment agreements
1986).

(Marton

The licensing agreements are used most with

technology that is fairly common and widely known, and in
countries that have an internal market b ig enough to make
it worthwhile for the MNC to provide its technology
1974).

(DESA

These agreements can be divided into several parts;

the first is patent licenses,
or me thod of manu fact uri ng

used for a specific process

(Kaynak 1985, pp.

166-167).

Know- how agreements cover information that may be hard to
obtain,

and technical assistance agreements involve the

supply of scientific assistance,
eng ineering services

management guidance,

(Kaynak 1985, p.

licenses cover registered creations,
franchising,

167). Copyright
and finally

sales and service representation will be

included in a miscellaneous agreements category
1983;

and

(Buckley

Kaynak 1985).
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Management contracts may look like direct investments,
but they eliminate the equity, possibly the loan capital
a nd the basic control that a direct investment offers the
LDCs

(DESA 1974, pp.

33— 35). Often the suppliers are mainly

interested in licensing technology or selling equipment and
offering to run the plant in order to create more equipment
sales.

Industrial equipment suppliers seldom have the

skills needed for the production processes and many plants
run by these have had financial problems in addition to
marke t i n g and control problems

(DESA 1974) .

A management contract gives the LDC solutions for
control and ownership problems

(DESA 1974), but there is

also a price to pay for these benefits. What to produce and
how much to export may become part of the international
company's image, and that may not be in the best interest
of the local firm.

In general, management contracts will be

mo re successful when the supplier has an interest in the
outcome of the project instead of only the need to sell a
mach ine or technology. An example of this is franchising,
where an authorization is given to sell a manufacturer's
products within a specific time limit and territory where a
privile ge or immunity is authorized.
Turnkey projects,

on the other hand,

do not have the

same problems because they are supported by a local
mana ger ial group that will take over after the initial
t r a ining per iod

(DESA 1974, p.

33), Turnkey agreements are
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gene ral ly entered into in the early stages of a country's
industrialization, but the tendency is to replace these
contracts with license agreements for manufacturing
technology

(UNCTAD 1 9 7 5 - b ) .

In many LDCs,

individual equipment suppliers have

served as an important source of technology
However,

(UNCTAD 1972).

since a technology often consists of several

elements and because the technology that the suppliers
provide is "unpackaged," the LDCs must turn to other
sources to obtain the other elements of the technology
(UNCTAD 1972).
There is no certain way of stating which mechanism
will wo rk best. The many unforseen conditions,

such as the

effectiveness of the government and that what works well in
one particular country may not work well in another make
such an assessment very difficult. Whether or not a
specific technology transfer me chanism represents the
lowest cost will depend upon the suppliers'

competition,

the availability of the technology and the needs of the
LDC.
Besides the equity differences,

there are also time

limitations included in the different contractual
agreements.

Often,

these limitations are meant as a fade-

out where the MNC is liquidating its investments and
selling its stakes to locals
the L D C s ' point

of view,

(DESA 1974, pp.

35-37).

it is desirable to make the
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From

contract pe rio d as short as possible with a possibility to
rene w the contract.

This way,

the LDC will be able to

renegotiate the existing contract in case there are other
in terested firms competing with the present

supplier.

License agreements often include space limitations on where
the license is vali d

(Buckley 1983, p. 206). This provides

the licensor with a means of segmenting the market and
reduci ng the competition among other licensees,
that the licensees do not be com e competitors

ensuring

(Buckley 1983,

p. 206) . Table 2 gives a better view of the different forms
of agreements and their major c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s .

Com petition and Choice of Technolocrv
The choice of technology is to a great extent
dependent upon the competitive milieu
44).

(Lasserre 1984, p.

If a MNC is faced with strong price competition,

it is

more likely to choose a technology that minimizes costs
(DESA 1972} Goshal

1982).

Some authors state that foreign

owned plants operating in a LDC would be more likely to
compete using their bran d name than a domestically owned
plant w ould

(DESA 1974;

Fortner 1977;

as long as the competing product

Leff 1979). However,

is held constant,

there

does not appear to be any significant difference between a
foreign and a domestic

owned plant

(DESA 1974). Once the

b r a n d identification has been established among the
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Table 2
Types of International Industrial Coopération in Five Dimensions

Form of
Cooperation

Equity or Time Limited Space Limited Transfer of Mode of
Non equity or Unlimited
Resources
Transfer
and Rights

I. Wholly Owned Equity
Subsidiaries

Unlimited

At discretion Whole range Internal
of MNC

Equity

Unlimited

Agreed

Whole range? Internal

3. Foreign Min- Equity
ority Holdings

Unlimited

Limited

Whole range? Internal

4. "Fade Out"
Agreements

Equity

Limited

Nature of
Aoreetent

Whole Range? Internal
for limited changing
period
to Market

5. Licensing

Non Equity Limited by
contract

2. Joint
Ventures

Limited
May include
limitation in ranoe
contract

Market

6. (Franchising) Non Equity Limited by
contract

Yes

Limited +
support

Market

7. Management
Contracts

Non Equity Limited by
contracts

May be
specified

Limited

Market

8. "Turnkey
Ventures"

Non Equity Limited

Not usually

Limited in
time

Market

May be
agreed

Specified by Market
contract

Yes

Small

9. "Contractual Non Equity Limited
Joint
Ventures"
10. International Non Equity Limited
Sub
contracting

Market

Source: Peter J. Buckley, “New Forms of International Industrial Cooperation,'
Aussenwirtschaft, Vol. 38, June 1983, p. 208.
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consumers,

it is often very difficult for a local product

to compete,

despite the fact that its somewhat lower

quality may be offset by its dependence on labor intensive
technology

(UNESCO 1 9 7 8 - a ) .

MNCs that have built production factories in LDCs with
the purpose of exporting the finished product back to the
de veloped countries have done so because of price
competition

(Goshal 1982, p.

34). As competition increases

and the MNCs face greater competition from other MNCs, the
LDCs will start to search for new forms of cooperation and
the MNCs will be more wil lin g to compromise on the total
ownership

(Buckley 1983).

An exception to all of this is Japan. When the
Japanese were faced with modernization of their technology,
they had: a) a well established political system, b) a
strong sense of social responsibility,
cultural tradition.

and c) a very strong

Everybody saw the need to adapt, copy

and redesign transferred technologies to make them suitable
to the local conditions.

They further managed to transfer

technologies for the capital goods sector only, thereby
leaving their traditional industries untouched.
government discour age d direct

The

foreign investment and

man a g e d to protect the economy from excessive importation
of mo der n technology,

while at the same time allowing local

industry to bui ld up its own technological capacity
1985) .
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(Sirgy

C apital vs. Non-Capital Intensity

When it comes to the design of a manufacturing plant,
the engineers will play a very important role. Today's
engineers mostly prefer advance d technology, which makes
them able to perfo rm at the level for which they were
educated

(DESA 1974). High quality products can be made

without the use of capital intensive machinery, but to rely
on people to control quality is normally not appealing to
engineers

(DESA 1974, p. 7).

The managers'

point of view and their goals will also

influence the design of a plant. As long as the operation
provides a satisfactory profit, many managers wo uld prefer
to avoid the problems associated with large labor forces
(DESA 1974; UNC TAD 1972). A capital

intensive plant may

allow the manager to respond more quickly to unforeseen
fluctuations in demand or even production levels that the
plant was not intended for. Another major reason is that a
capital intensive plant may reduce the risk of facing
liquidity crises in the future

(DESA 1 9 7 7 - a ) . If the level

of sales is uncertain and most likely will vary,
capital

the

intensive plant will provide the best option,

b ecause it allows for an easy adjustment of the output,
des pite the fact that it may cause a higher production
cost.

Therefore,

a manager who wants to hedge against the

risk and uncertainty in business operation may find that a
labor intensive design is less appealing compared to a
45
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capital intensive plant

(DESA 1974).

Off-shore drilling

will always be capital intensive whether the location is in
the high wage North Sea or in the low wage Indonesia,
because the "elasticity of factor substitution is very low"
(Ghoshal 1982, p.

31).

So far, most of what has been said points in the
direction of a capital intensive firm, but there are also
things that favor a labor intensive firm. One of the most
important constraints on capital intensity is that of scale
(DESA 1974).

Few plant designers will,

for example,

recommend any equipment that will operate at only a
fraction of its capacity,

so the limitation of small local

markets is important to keep in mind

(DESA 1974; UNCTAD

1 9 7 8 - a ) . The problems of maint ain ing complex equipment in
LDCs will also act as a brake on automation and thereby
capital

intensity.

Skilled repairmen are rare in LDCs and

those who exist may have to be main tained despite the fact
that they are only needed occasionally,
high cost to the firm

thereby adding a

(DESA 1974, p. 10). Also,

spare parts

may be difficult to obtain, and getting the supplies from
other countries may mean expensive transportation and
inventory cost .
Labor intensive technologies may save capital and
foreign exchange compared to capital intensive
technologies,

but the labor intensive technologies may not

necessarily mean a lesser demand for skilled workers
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(UNCTAD 1 9 7 8 - a ) . If there is a shortage of skilled workers
in a LDC, then certain production methods that demand
capital intensive technologies may be appropriate,
their often greater cost per worker
However,

despite

(UNCTAD 1 9 7 8 - a ) .

labor intensive technology might be preferred if

it provides an opportunity to increase the skills of the
workers through a "learning by doing" process
a, p.

(UNCTAD 1978-

37).
It has been suggested that in countries where-labor is

plentiful and wages are low,

firms tend to adapt their

technologies to take advantage of the low cost of labor,
which contradicts the previous argument
29).

(Ghoshal 1982, p.

Taiwan for instance continues to rely on labor

intensive consumer goods like clothing and textile
industries

(Ranis 1985, p. 29). By looking at input-output

relationship,

it is easy to see that while the cost of an

automatic sewing machine is higher than the cost of a
mach ine operated by hand,

it may require less capital to

prod uce a unit of output than a machine operated by hand.
Furthermore,

even if a labor intensive technology is less

expensive than a capital intensive technology,

the labor

intensive technology may take a much longer time to
comple te

(Ghoshal 1982).

beca use of the delay,
rejected,

So if the benefits are lost

the labor intensive technology may be

despite the fact that its direct cost is lower.

A study done by the World Bank on appropriate
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production methods in nine LDC industries — beer, bricks,
c o r n m e a l , cotton, cotton yarn,

cloth,

fertilizers,

shoes and sugar - gave an interesting result

leather,

(Gordon 1979) .

Appropri ate technology was defined as the one providing the
highest net present value relative to capital investment.
The results

showed that the appropriate technology would

pr ovid e more jobs per unit of capital than the most capital
intensive technology presently used in the LDCs. An
investment of $900 million wou ld produce the following
results ;
Cap.

Intensive Tech.

Value Ad ded

$374 Million

Jobs
Created

$800 Million

60,000

The study concluded that
policies

Appropriate Tech.

300,000

it is essential that the

favoring capital intensive technologies should be

re duce d or eliminated.

The acceptance of modern

technologies has led to an under utilization of local
resources,

unskilled labor in particular,

increasingly serious

and an

social and economic effect. Therefore,

the solution to the underdevelopment problem is not a
direct transfer of technologies,
development

but adaptation and

of appropriate technologies

(Ghoshal 1982,

p . 36) .
The labor laws have served as restrictions on the
automa tio n of plants, but the labor or capital intensity of
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a country's production processes depends on both the
industrial composition of its output and on the particular
technology that is applied to the individual operations
(DESA 1974, pp.

10-11) . Firms that compete primarily by

emphasizing their b r an d name are more likely to have a
capital

intensive technology than the firms that compete on

the basis of price.

In the long run,

if the MNC can earn a

satisfactory return by using capital intensive technology,
the gain associated wit h lowering cost by using a labor
intensive technology is not enough to make up for the
disadvantages.

New vs . Second-Hand Technolocrv
Second hand technology saves money because it is
che aper than new equipment in almost every case. The design
of these technologies usually reflects the looks of an
older technology that,
intensive than

what

in several incidents,

is currently used in DCs

is more labor
(DESA 1974).

The machines that are used in LDCs are also associated with
more labor intensive technology than the machines that are
used in DCs,
(Desa 1973;

even though they produce comparable products
DESA 1974;

UNCTAD 1 9 7 8 - b ) .

This does not mean that all LDCs use second-hand
technologies.

It varies from country to country, and there

appears to be a relationship between the distance between
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the production facilities and the end product's final
destination

(Wells 1973).

Some markets such as the oil

industry simply require the latest technology.

For others,

it can be said that the farther the distance is, the more
modern technology is required. A businessman who works for
a comp any that is closer to the “modern World" and the
market can,

for instance,

inspect and find new equipment or

replacement at a lower

cost than a businessman in an

isolated country

1 9 7 4 j Wells 1973).

(DESA

There is no indication in the
how much and how often

available sources as to

second hand machinery is imported.

In many LDCs, about one third of the equipment used is
second hand imported from other LDCs

(DESA 1974, p. 12) .

Muc h of the data examined also appear to point in the
direction of an increase in this trade. However, high
barriers to buy and sell these technologies exist. The
reason is that even though many LDCs have several areas
that produce machinery,
limited

(DESA 1974).

about the other LDCs,

their ma rke tin g abilities are

They seem to have little information
and what they have to offer and what

they have a need for.
Evidence,

as previously discussed,

shows that MNCs may

be influenced to go with labor intensive technologies, but
other influential matters may lead them to use more capital
intensive t e c h n o l o g i e s . Also,

a MNC is more likely to use

second -ha nd technologies than a domestic

firm would. Part
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of this reasoning may be explained by the fact that MNCs
have a better ability to evaluate the different equipment
(DESA 1974;

UNCTAD 1975).

For a LDC government or firm to make a choice between
new an d second-hand technology,
requirements,

one must look at the local

the differences in use,

the different outputs

and inputs, and choose the one that makes the maximum use
of all the available resources

(Dahlman and Westpal 1983).

The Effect of the Different Policies and Regulations on
Host C o u n t r i e s .
In many labor surplus LDCs,

there is a notable

interest to inspire firms to choose or develop labor
intensive operations. At the same time it is important to
create an atmosphere that makes the local firms aware of
the technological possibilities and inspires them to
improve their entire appearance,

in the sense of how the

country is seen from the outside

(Dahlman and Westpal 1983,

p.

9) . If not,

the MNCs may redirect their investments to

other non- thr eate nin g countries.
In many LDCs,
the governments,

the factor prices are twisted, because

through labor legislation, push the wages

above their opportunity cost, while subsidizing capital to
attract

investments

overva lue d currency,

(Ghoshal 1982). With the addition of
main tai ned by exchange controls,

it

may turn out to actually be very profitable for a local
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firm in a LDC to import "ready to sell" products despite
the fact that unemployment exists in the country

(Ghoshal

1982) .
In order to create an environment that favors a more
powerful response to factor costs from the firms, there are
several policies that the government should consider. One
is the competitive climate

(DESA 1974), A relatively open

economy is more likely to produce such an environment when
the competitive pressure is strong

(DESA 1974, p. 15) . Some

degree of protection must obviously be withheld just to
attract the pr efe rred investment.

However,

one must be

aware of the fact that a high degree of policy protection
is most

likely to generate capital intensive technology.

The LDCs should try to create policies that utilize the
competitive economic

forces in their own countries and

thereby create conditions that foster economic development.
A host government's clear preference for labor
intensive technology will also create a high possibility
that the MNC will select its processes in response to the
availability of labor

(DESA 1974).

that in many countries,

But what is happening is

the investors are faced with

ambiguous signals from the host government.
Minis ter may,
situation.

The Labor

for instance, be worried about the employment

On the other hand,

the Industry Minister may be

wo r r i e d about the importance of having as modern a plant as
possi b l e in the country,

despite the implications that this
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may have on the factor proportions. When the investor is
faced with these conflicting signals,

he will most likely

choose the technology that he feels most comfortable with,
which oftentimes means a capital intensive plant

(DESA

1974; Tiano 1983; UNCTAD 1978-a).
Although some ambiguities will always exist, the
plan nin g process can do a lot to resolve the conflicts.

The

combined efforts between different ministries that are
needed to establish priorities for the plan may sometimes
lead to a better understanding of each individual
m i n i s t r y ’s interests and the total national interest
1974).

(DESA

The end plan may then call for technologies that

reasonably reflect to the foreign investors where the
priorities lie.
As prev iously discussed, many LDC may have a ban on
the import of second-hand technologies.
may be due to previous difficulties

The reason for this

(for example spare

parts may have been needed but could not be obtained or
we re no longer a v a i l a b l e ) .

There are ways to reduce the

risk conne cte d with second-hand technology.
an independent evaluator or consultant,

One example is

who will inspect

the ma chinery in other countries for a prospective buyer
and then send the intended receiver a description of its
cond ition and the availability of spare parts
These consultants would most

(DESA 1974).

likely come from the outside,

b e c a u s e an organized international market for second-hand
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technology and machinery hardly exists.
A fourth area concerns the labor laws. For a settled
firm,

strict labor laws may slow down the replacement of

labor by machines

(DESA 1974).

p l a n n i n g new facilities,

But for firms that are

labor laws may lead management to

pref er not to hire many workers,
intensive technology.

thereby creating a capital

The pr oblem in making these laws is

that rules that protect jobs and give such rights to the
workers as m inimum wage, may actually make it more
difficult for the unemployed workers to find jobs

(DESA

1974, p. 16).
The market cost of the factors to the firm obviously
has some influence on what kind of technology is selected
(UNCTAD 1972).

It may therefore be necessary to introduce

certain procedures that will lead the market price of the
p roduct ive factors to better reflect the actual scarcities
in the economy.

The different approaches to influencing the

pr ivat e costs to the firm have different degrees of
effectiveness,

and the most important element may be the

initial cost of the equipment.

Machinery from LDCs is

commonly associated with a more labor intensive technology
rather than machinery from D C s , and if tariffs and sales
taxes are used at a higher rate on capital eq ui pmen t, it
may create a pre ference for machinery from other LDCs,
The least effective tools for influencing the choice
of technology are those that involves tax law changes
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(DESA

1974).

The reason is that biases can be built into the tax

laws in such a way that they encourage the use of capital
instead of labor
purpose,

(DESA 1974). Unless they serve a clear

like a sufficient increase in the local capital

formation,

they should be removed.

Persuading governments to adopt direct subsidies for
labor use is d i f f i c u l t , Tax reductions are easier to
introduce than policies that require the distribution of
funds from the treasury

(Marton 1985).

Furthermore,

the

different subsidies for the different industries are so
complex that it is very unlikely that the average
businessman,

or the tax collector for that matter, will

unde rst and the rules sufficiently enough that it will
influence the choice of technology used.
The most effective policies

for influencing the choice

of technology are establishing a competitive environment
a nd using selective tools to influence the private costs of
factors of production

(DESA 1974). That doesn't mean that

there are no other effective tools.

In some cases, an

excise tax that is imposed on products that are
ma n ufactured by capital
some effect

intensive technologies may have

(Marton 1986). These kinds of taxes will most

likely not cause new firms to use labor intensive
techniques, but might keep alive some labor intensive firms
that otherwise would not survive

(Marton 1986) . What has to

be done is to compare the probable effects on employment
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wit h the results of higher prices on the final product.

It

is important to use a cost-benefit analysis and take into
account the opportunity cost of the labor that would be
di smissed as a result of the loss of the labor intensive
plants .
Many LDCs have recently been establishing what is
called export proces sin g zones

(EPZs) with the purpose of

speeding up the industrialization process,
exports and creating employment.

developing

These zones are

pa rticularly used by labor intensive production processes
like the textile,

garments,

and electronic industry

(Marton

1986, p. 42). More specific expectations have been an
increase in the use of local raw materials,
foreign technology and capital,
export skills

inflow of

and the development of

(Marton 1986). Economists and representatives

from MNCs are the ones that mostly favor these zones,
stating that they are a step toward the interdependence
b etween rich and poor countries,

and further,

that they are

a positi ve sign that MNCs and LDCs can work together for
mutual benefits

(Moxon 1974). These zones are mainly

restri cte d to foreign companies,

and the production

consists mainly of textile and garment industries, although
the pr od uction of electrical and electronic components have
in creased in the last years

(Marton 1986, pp. 41-44).

70% of the w o r k force are women and their tasks can be
lea rned in one day to two weeks

(Marton 1986, p. 43) .
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Over

Projects that offer the promise of employing a large
labor force may sometimes obtain some extra advantages.

The

fact of the matter is that there very seldom appears to be
a follow-up inspection of the actual performances
1974).

If there had b e e n , the LDC governments would often

find less employment than was promised.
hand,

(DESA

If on the other

a follow-up inspection was expected,

might be more honest

in its application,

the foreign firm

thereby allowing

for a better evaluation of the available alternatives from
the LDCs'

point of view.

The foreign firm might also in

many cases choose a more labor intensive technology than
they w ould have had if there had been evidence that there
would not be a follow-up inspection

(DESA 1974, p. 8) . The

same w o u l d also be true if the foreign firm could be
reasonably certain that if they failed to employ
numbers of workers that they promised,

the

this would not

result in the withdrawal of benefits from the government
(DESA 1974, p. 8). UNCTAD has been involved and is
de velo pin g a code of conduct for the transfer of
technologies.

UNCTAD is also studying the brain drain

process that was discussed in chapter II
a final conclusion,

(Graham 1979) . As

it can be said that the LDCs have

adopted more practical and flexible rules and regulations
lately and that we will see clear increases in the
te chno log y transfer to these countries in the 80's and into
the 90' s

(UNESCO 1978-a).
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SUMMARY

Joint ventures, where the majority share is owned by
the host government or firm,

are now starting to dominate

the field replacing wholly owned subsidiaries,

except for

the early stages of a new technology. As seen in Table 1,
it is the U.S. based corporations that are the slowest to
react to this trend.

Capital intensive technologies and

processes are often favored by MNCs because of the low
levels of skills and productivity in LDCs when confronted
with newly developed technologies and products.
and plant managers prefer capital

Engineers

intensive technologies

since it leads to a limited liquidity risk, an easy
adjustment of outputs,

less capital per unit, and an

appropriate alternative if a shortage of skilled workers is
present.

To compete with other products,

uniformity,

quality,

dependability and reduction in cost become

important factors,

further supporting the MNCs'

view.

Adapting the technologies and processes often means a
substantial

expense increase and limited chances of a good

return on the MNCs investments.

From the LDCs' point of

view, many think that technology should not be transferred
directl y at all, but adapted to meet the appropriate needs
of the pa rticular country or region

(UNCTAD 1 9 7 8 - a ) . Their

argument against direct transfer is based on the following:
— It makes the LDC more dependent on technologies
from the M N C .
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“The high cost will lead to problems in paying
their d e b t .
-Elimination of jobs because of the MNCs'
of capital intensive technology,

support

-Pollution and a worseni ng of the working
conditions.
-Industrial and regional dislocation
Vidal 1986, p. 207).

(Ravn and

The LDCs should focus on improving education and
finding alternative sources of supply. Many alternatives
exist, but most need some adjustments
Rosenblatt 1979). Currently,

(Buckley 1983;

LDCs are increasing their

military expenditure at a faster rate than the expenditure
on education and other social programs. As weapons becomes
more advanced,

their lifespan diminishes and the LDCs

become more dependent upon foreign expertise to provide the
new technologies for both import and production of military
e q u i p m e n t . For the technology transfer process to be
effective and in order to maximize the learning potential,
the receiving country or firm,

should be in a position to:

-Define the type of technology wanted.
-Be able to identify potential suppliers and have
the ability to find the one(s) that most
appropriately meet their needs.
-Be able to collect information from a wide
variety of sources and to be prepared to
negotiate as best as possible.
-Write a contract for the supply of the core
technology only, and subcontract the
peripheral technology to local sources,
preferably, or to lower pr i ced foreign
sources (Rosenberg and Frischtak 1985).
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Lac k of knowledge,

unstable economies, poor health and

illiteracy are all sources that represent barriers to
transfers of technologies.

Combined with lower wages and

unequal distribution of income,

the difference between rich

and poor becomes more and more distinct. Many of the key
positio ns are held by foreigners,
underuti liz ati on of local workers,
they may be equally qualified.

resulting in an
despite the fact that

Training programs in the

LDCs through both financial and personnel support by the
MNCs, w oul d be in everyone's interest,

and it will most

likely improve the attitude of the local people towards the
MNC.

Presently DCs are in control with educated and

technically skilled workers, while LDCs have limited
resources and face the problem of brain drain.

In addition

DCs are more familiar with the international distribution
channels. Many MNCs produce one specific function at each
plant,

to take advantage of the economies of scale.

Examples of companies utilizing this method are IBM,
Phillips,

Ford,

International Harvester and Honeywell

(Dunning 1983, p.

337).

The LDCs should consider innovating on their own,
since it is the L D C s ' desire to imitate the lifestyles of
the West that invites the M N C s ' domination of their
economies and technologies

(Fortner 1977, p. 50).

It is

also desireable for LDCs to have the contract period with
foreign firms as short as possib le and to see increasing
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comp etit ion among the MNCs, which will give the best choice
of technology for the particular LDC. Technology that is to
be imported to LDCs should be evaluated to assess its
cultural,

social and economic

to be transferred.
what

impact before it is allowed

The decision makers should determine

sort of mi lieu they want and then try to reach that

without necessarily following the same pattern that the
West has followed.

CONCLUSIONS
LDCs represent an enormous market potential not only
to the DCs, but also to LDCs themselves.

It is therefore in

everyone's interest to raise the standard of living in the
dev el oping countries.
unscrupulously,

MNCs are competing,

for the biggest

often

share of the market due to

a lack of common rules. A 1972 shipment to Iran of 80,000
tons of imported wheat and barley coated with organic
merc ury fungicide,

caused the death of 400 persons and 5000

were hospitalized.

The fungicide had already been banned in

the exporting country

(UNCTAD 1978-a, p. 21). Many seem to

thin k that the LDCs have a shortcut to success,
of the R & D is already done for them.

since much

The problem is that

it is a matter of how fast people can adjust to these
social changes without too much negative influence. Most
noticeable is the creation of slum districts which in
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itself creates numerous side effects such as crime, drug,
prostitution,

and diseases to mention a few. Well thought

out government pla nni ng may be the only solution, but it
will also be dependent upon the willingness of the people,
the effectiveness of the government and how selfish the
peo ple in power are. They must,

in other words, be willing

to share the wealth that exists.
Technology transfers between the LDCs themselves will
raise their awareness of the prob le m and further make them
aware of older techniques and machinery that are more
compatible with their needs at their current stage of
d e v e l o p m e n t , The school systems

in LDCs are limited and

many of the educated people go overseas due to higher
possibilities

for success.

This trend leads to import

barriers because the speed of technical change creates a
need for more R & D. Each country must try to turn this
trend around by offering,
providing advancement

for example, better paying j o b s ,

opportunities,

and offering rewards

to individuals who make posit ive c o n t r i b u t i o n s . The latter
may open up the "need to create" which may further lead to
bette r alternatives.

The population in LDCs is increasing

faster than their economic prosperity. Many authors argue
the significance of this, but when combined with unstable
economic conditions and commercial restrictions that gives
more power to MNCs,

there are reasons for concern.

The major reasons why LDCs are dependent upon
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technologies from DCs are:
— High illiteracy rate
-Lack of capital
-L ack of benefits from b ein g innovative
- Lac k of skills and few opportunities to acquire them
-Lack of organizational infrastructure
p. 204).

(Sirgy 1985,

New technologies increase dependency, while older
technologies will have more sources and therefore less
dependency.

Still,

the LDCs will have to improve in the

areas me ntioned above, particularly in education,

if they

want to become more self-supported and i n d e p endent. The
example of Japan me nti one d in the text also points out the
necessity to have a thorough strategic management.
One of the main things that can be obtained from this
study is the lack of government
rules and regulations.

support or rather lack of

Import of technologies will have

some influence on the LDCs' way of living.

It will bring

some "know how", but it will also lead to underutilization
of local technology, partic ula rly for newly developed
technologies that are tr ansferred directly. Japan had a
stable political

system which is not the case for many LDCs

and the development of these countries will be more
dependent upon DCs.
master,

each country is its own

and each should develop its own code for technology

transfers
wants,

Finally,

(Rome 1985), and develop in the direction that it

preferably with its own special characteristics.
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